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Sino?Japanese tensions in the East Sea of China (hereafter ESC for short) and South China Seas 
(hereafter SCS for short) continue to increase. Japan, under the banner of proactive diplomacy has ex-
panded the number and quality of its relationships in the region to respond to China?s rise. Correspond-
ingly, China has more assertively pressed its claims in the ESC and SCS in a response to a more proactive 
Japan. However, both China and Japan claimed themselves to be status quo power while depicting the 
other as challenging the status quo. China regards Japan?s newly adopted security legislation, Abe?s at-
tempted revision of the peace constitution and the latter?s proactive involvement in the SCS, as challeng-
ing the post-war order, the history-based status quo in China?s discourse. Japan, on the other hand, sees 
Chinese military modernization, hardliner gestures in its disputes over the Diaoyu (Senkaku for Japa-
nese) Islands in the ESC, and island construction and potentially a new air defense identification zone in 
the SCS, as attempts to ?change the status quo by force?. Both countries are taking proactive actions in 
containing the other?s perceived revisionist actions while safeguarding the status quo. Behind both coun-
tries? diplomatic rhetoric arises their contesting interests and the consequent distinctive discourses pro-
jected by both sides.
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Introduction
China and Japan are two major Asian powers. Japan?s economic rise in the later half of the 20th cen-
tury and China?s economic resurgence in the 21st century constitutes the two major drivers of the epi-
sodes of Asia?s rise that challenges the status quo characterized by western centrality since the great 
geographical discovery. The consecutive rise of them each had invited ubiquitous skepticism of them 
being revisionist states challenging the status quo in U.S. and the West Europe.1 However, the trickiest 
thing is that, each of the two rivals claimed themselves to be status quo power while depicting the oth-
er as challenging the status quo. China regards Japan?s newly adopted security legislation, Abe?s at-
tempted revision of the peace constitution and the latter?s proactive involvement in the South China 
Sea (SCS), as challenging the post-war order, the history-based status quo in China?s discourse. Japan, 
on the other hand, sees Chinese military modernization, island construction and its newly announced 
 † Research Fellow, Institute of Asian Studies, China Foreign Affairs University
 1 George Friedman, abd Meredith Lebard. The Coming War With Japan. 1st ed. St Martins Pr, 1991; Richard P. Cronin. Japan?s 
Expanding Role and Influence in the Asia-Pacific Region: Implications for US Interests and Policy, Congressional Research 
Service; Richard Bernstein and Ross H. Munro. The Coming Conflict with China. Vintage; Reprint edition, 1998; Bill Gertz. 
The China Threat: How the People?s Republic Targets America. Regnery Publishing; 1st Ed. 2002; Peter W. Navarro and Greg 
Autry. Peter W. Navarro and Greg Autry. Death by China: Confronting the Dragon?A Global Call to Action. Pearson FT Press; 
1 edition, 2011.
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Air Defense Identification Zone, as attempts to ?change the status quo by force?.2 Both countries are 
taking proactive actions in containing the other?s perceived revisionist actions while safeguarding the 
status quo. The two countries? media spared no effort to defame the other by depicting the other as re-
visionist. As a result, the two peoples? perceptions of each other became very negative. According to a 
survey jointly conducted by China Daily and Genro NPO, 93? of Japanese and 86.8? of Chinese 
don?t have positive feeling for each other, the highest since the survey started in 2005. Only 6.8? of 
Japanese and 11.3? of Chinese have positive feeling for each other.3
Then, what logic leads to such a paradox? What distinctions are there between their discourses? 
And what does it mean for China?Japan relations and the region?s security architecture? Behind both 
countries? diplomatic rhetoric arises the contesting interests of the two countries in the SCS and the 
consequent distinctive discourses projected by both sides. This study investigates how China and Ja-
pan?s definition and discourses of status quo had affected their stances and policy, and the article fur-
ther analyzes what it means for Sino?Japan relations and regional maritime order at large.
Chinese Revisionism as Seen from Japans Perspective
The simmering competition between China and Japan has remained a potential challenge to the re-
gional security and stability of East Asia. Japan, under the banner of proactive diplomacy, has expand-
ed its the number and quality of its relationships in the region to respond to China?s rise. It has also 
increased exposure, involvement and existence militarily in the East and South China Sea. Corre-
spondingly, China is posing a more assertive gesture in both its claims in the ESC and SCS in response 
to a more proactive Japan. If the first decade of 21st century were characterized by China?Japan rivalry 
over history disputes, such as denial of the Japanese atrocities during the Japanese imperialist invasion 
of China by right-wing politicians, textbooks and visits of Japanese politicians to the Yasukuni Shrine, 
their competition in the following decade, roughly from 2010, are more related to their ?core interests?: 
either territorial disputes over the islands in the ESC, or their strategic and security competition in the 
SCS, making the vast waters surrounding them new frontier for their competition.
China?Japan Rivalry in the Contested Waters
Territorial disputes have been the most common issue over which states collide and go to war?.4 
How a rising states deal with its territorial disputes remain a major benchmark as to whether it is a sta-
 2 Ashton Carter, ?The United States and Challenges of Asia-Pacific Security,? Speech at the 14th Security Summit, The IISS 
Shangri-La Dialogue, May 30, 2015; Isabel Reynolds, ?Japan Says China Using Force to Change the Status Quo,? Bloomberg, 
June 22, 2015, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-07-09/japan-says-china-trying-to-change-statusquo-in-region-
by-force; Kiyoshi Takenaka, ?Abe Says Japan won?t Tolerate Use of Force to Change the Regional Status Quo,? Reuters, Octo-
ber 27, 2013, http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/10/27/us-japan-defence-idUSBRE99Q01R20131027.
 3 The 10th Japan?China Public Opinion Poll Analysis Report on the Comparative Data, http://www.genron-npo.net/press/ 
2014/09/_test_npo10.html
 4 Fravel, M. Taylor. ?Territorial and Maritime Boundary Disputes in Asia,? in Saadia M. Pekkanen, John Ravenhill, and Rose-
mary Foot (Eds.). Oxford handbook of the International Relations in Asia (chapter 27). New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 
2014.
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tus quo or a revisionist power. In their disputes over the Diaoyu (Senkaku) Islands, both China and Ja-
pan had tried to convince the international community that it is the other who is changing the status 
quo. China accused Japan of ?challenging the post-war order? with the arrest of the Chinese fishing 
vessel captain in 2010 and ?nationalization? of two of the disputed Diaoyu Islands in 2012.5 Chinese 
accusations of Japan of challenging the post-war order are based on two reasons. Firstly, Diaoyu Is-
lands is an integral part of Chinese territory that was only ceded to Japan as affiliated territory of Tai-
wan after the 1st China?Japan war from 1894?5, and pursuant to the Potsdam and Cairo Declaration, 
as part of Taiwan Islands, had been returned to China. According to the Potsdam Declaration, ?Japa-
nese sovereignty shall be limited to the islands of Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku and such minor 
islands as we determine?.6 Namely, limitation on Japanese territory jointed decided by the alliances 
had laid the political foundation for the post-war order as well as the legitimate post-war status quo, 
while Japanese claims beyond those constraints constitute a severe challenge to the post-war order. 
Secondly, China and Japan had agreed on a political consensus to shelf the territorial disputes during 
their normalization negotiation, which not only confirmed the existence of disputes between the two 
countries concerning the sovereignty over the Diaoyu Islands, but also presents as a foundation of ?sta-
tus quo?, while the Japanese government?s arrest and accusation of the Chinese Capitan according to 
its domestic law and its unilateral ?nationalization? of the disputed islands was a breech of the China?
Japan political consensus of shelving disputes and had changed the status quo.
As a response to Japan?s ?revisionist? actions, China took legal and administrative measures such as 
announcement of the baselines of the territorial sea of the Diaoyu Islands,7 reports of those baseline 
points to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, and regular and institutionalized patrols of Chi-
nese fishing administration and marine surveillance vessels to the disputed water surrounding the Is-
lands, ?which yielded considerably fruitful implications in modeling the new status quo?.8 The coun-
teractions taken by Chinese government, especially intrusion of Chinese official law enforcement 
vessels into the disputed waters was accused of by Japan as ?changing the status quo by force?.
Japan?s criticism of China?s revisionism is also based on two points. Firstly, The Japanese govern-
ment repeatedly reiterated that ?the Senkaku (Diaoyu) Islands are clearly an inherent territory of Ja-
pan, in light of historical facts and based upon international law?. Japanese official understanding 
holds the Islands was incorporated into Japanese territory in 1895 based on the legal principle of ?terra 
nullius? (territories owned by no one) and after investigation, instead of being ceded to Japan as part of 
 5 Journal of the PLA, The Major Ways Japan Challenges the Post-World War Order, http://news.xinhuanet.com/mil/2015-
07/26/c_128059752_2.htm 
 6 Potsdam Declaration, The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ?Nihon Gaiko Nenpyo Narabini Shuyo Bunsho: 1840?1945?, vol. 2, 
1966. 
 7 People?s Republic of China Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ?Statement of the Government of the People?s Republic of China on 
the Baselines of the Territorial Sea of Diaoyu Dao and Its Affiliated Islands?, http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/eng/zxxx/t968769.htm. 
(accessed Dec. 15, 2017) 
 8 Hui-yi Catherine Tseng, Lessons from the Disputed Waters: The Diaoyu/Diaoyutai/Senkaku Islands Disputes, Singapore: World 
Scientific, 2015, p. 23. 
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Taiwan Islands via the Shimonoseki Treaty as China claimed. The U.S.?Japan Okinawa Reversion 
Agreement signed in 1971 is also cited by Japanese side as further confirmation of Diaoyu Islands as a 
part of the Ryukyu Islands.9 Meanwhile, ?The Senkaku Islands are under the valid control of Japan?, an 
essential condition that marks ownership of a territory.
Secondly, Japan denied the existence of the China?Japan political consensus to shelve their disputes 
over the islands. ?There are no territorial disputes over the Senkaku Islands to be resolved? and ?there 
is no factual basis for the assertion that we have made an agreement with China to shelve or maintain 
the status quo concerning the Senkaku Islands because there are no issues to be shelved?.10 The Japa-
nese government denied the existence of the China-Japan disputes over the islands as well as the con-
sensus of shelving the disputes, and based on which it accuses China of changing the status quo by 
force or coercion.11
The Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ)
China announced its first Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) in the ESC in 2013 as a counter-
measure to Japanese government?s ?nationalization? of the Diaoyu Islands. The ADIZ was regarded by 
Japanese side as a challenge to the status quo for two major reasons. Firstly, Japan accused China of not 
consulting countries in the region in advance and only imposed it unilaterally; Secondly, the ADIZ 
covers the disputed Diaoyu (Senkaku) Islands. Another unsaid reason is that the new ADIZ would 
possibly allow China to control the area since it required all civilian and military aircraft entering into 
the zone to identify themselves and report destination and purpose. Tension between Chinese and Jap-
anese security relations and the likelihood for an unexpected contingency was likely to increase. Since 
the ADIZ is purely a military initiative the fact that the Chinese authorities seem not to have explained 
it before announcement aroused wide skepticism. The announcement was made days before American 
Vice President John Biden started his first Asian visit, and it was regarded as a clear message that Chi-
na was not ready to make any concessions in territorial issues in the ESC and SCS. As a consequence, 
John Biden stated in Japan that the United States was ?deeply concerned by the attempt to change the 
status quo in the ESC.?12
 9 Ministry of Foreign Affair of Japan, ?Factsheet of the Senkaku Islands?, http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/asia-paci/senkaku/fact_
sheet.html. 
10 Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary (Excerpt), June 4, 2013, http://japan.kantei.go.jp/tyoukanpress/201306/04_
a.html
11 Ashton Carter, ?The United States and Challenges of Asia-Pacific Security?, speech on the 14th Security Summit, The IISS 
Shangri-La Dialogue, May 30, 2015; Isabel Reynolds, ?Japan says China using force to change the status quo?, http://www.
bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-07-09/japan-says-china-trying-to-change-status-quo-in-region-by-force, 2015-06-22; 
Kiyoshi Takenaka, ?Abe Says Japan won?t tolerate use of force to change the regional status quo?, http://www.reuters.com/
article/2013/10/27/us-japan-defence-idUSBRE99Q01R20131027, ?Australia, Japan, U.S. oppose attempts to change status quo 
by force?, http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/kyodo-news-international/140530/australia-japan-us-oppose-attempts-
change-status-quo-f, 2015-06-22; Andrew Chubb, The South China Sea: Defining the ?Status Quo?, http://thediplomat.
com/2015/06/the-south-china-sea-defining-the-status-quo/, 2015-06-24.
12 David Nakamura, ?In Tokyo, Biden blames China for Raising Tensions in Northeast Asia,? The Washington Post, December 4, 
2013.
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China denies the announcement of a new ADIZ as changing the status quo and defended its unilat-
eral move with the following reasons. Firstly, other major powers had their ADIZs without being re-
garded as changing status quo at the time of publication. Japan has air defense identification zones in 
every direction, 50 kilometers to Russia in the north and 130 kilometers to China?s mainland in the 
east.13 Even ROK declared its ADIZ in the ESC not long before China with the knowledge that China 
will announce its ADIZ soon. ROK was not criticized by U.S., Japan or any other countries for this 
move, so China believes it should not monopolize this special ?treatment?. Secondly, China denied 
Japanese accusation of unilateralism, indicating it had consulted Japan and other powers in advance 
and that U.S., Japan and other international powers hadn?t consulted other powers when they an-
nounced their ADIZ long ago. Thirdly, China contends that the ADIZ is for mainly for fulfilling its 
?necessary defense need? instead of any strategic intentions. It will not affect the free passage of inter-
national commercial vessels except that they are required to report route and purpose. Therefore, the 
new ADIZ doesn?t undermine ?innocent passage of vessels on the high seas?. In China?s discourse, 
though the new ADIZ had external impact, it is mainly a domestic initiative based on national defense 
need and justified by the international law.
China?s Perceptions of ?Japanese Revisionism?
Besides its denial of being a revisionist power, China has been projecting a picture of Japanese revi-
sionism based on the post-war discourse. The Chinese official understanding of Japan challenging the 
status quo mainly concerns the following four aspects: revision of textbooks that has a tendency to 
deny the atrocity of Japanese army during the WW II invasion of China and other Asian countries; 
visits of politicians to the Yasukuni Shrine; Abe?s successful relaxation of the collective defense right 
through the new legislation; his attempted revision of the Peace Constitution; and, Japan?s ?invasion 
and occupation of Diaoyu Island?.14 Therefore, it is clear that China?s ?revisionism? perception of Japan 
results more from its own observation of Japan?s domestic politics than external behavior. Chinese re-
mains very cautious about Abe?s revisionist history understanding in his visits to the Yasukuni shrine, 
publication and adoption of the new rightest textbooks and his attempted revision of the Article 9. On 
5 April 2005 publication of an official school textbook glossing over Japan?s World War II-era atroci-
ties in China and Korea contributed to a surge in anti-Japanese sentiment. On 16 April 2013, Beijing 
released a white paper which identified Japan as ?making trouble over the Diaoyu islands issue.15
Chinese could, to some extent, understand the inner drive and pursuit for a normalized Japan, but it 
is highly skeptical of Japan?s intension afterwards. Recent interpretations of Japan?s Constitution bol-
ster the country?s ability to legally play a more assertive unilateral and multilateral military role, but in 
only carefully defined terms. Japan?s military involvement in the Iraqi and Afghanistan war in the 
13 Air Defense Identification Zone, http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/japan/adiz.htm
14 Journal of the PLA, The Major Ways Japan Challenges the Post-World War Order, http://news.xinhuanet.com/mil/2015-
07/26/c_128059752_2.htm
15 Information Office of the State Council, ?The Diversified Employment of China?s Armed Forces? (Beijing: 2013).
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form of logistic support and other non-combatant roles, has showed already that Japanese government 
can avoid the supposed limitations of article 9 to provide a mechanism to meet international obliga-
tions.16
Japan?s unilateral actions, including suing the Capitan of the Chinese fishing boat with domestic law, 
and the consequent legal procedures of ?nationalization? of the Diaoyu Islands, not only reminded Ja-
pan?s past wrongdoings as a major source of China?s ?hundred years of humiliation?, but also consti-
tute a major criterions for the Chinese to judge whether Japan would keep on the pacifist path that led 
to Japans? prosperity, or other wise. It is for this reason that on March 4, 2014, Premier Li Keqiang 
pointedly warned that China would not allow any country ?to reverse the course of history.17
Are China and Japan Status Quo or Revisionist Power?
Status Quo refers to the maintenance of the distribution of power that exists at a particular moment 
in history. Status quo is basically stable and to a large extent reflects the reality of power distribution of 
the region or the world at large. Status-quo states are content to preserve the essential characteristics of 
the existing international order and the general distribution of power.18 On the contrary, those who seek 
major changes and reform of the existing order is regarded revisionist power. As the world?s second and 
third largest economy, both China and Japan?s external behavior is under intensive international scruti-
ny as to whether they are status quo power or revisionist power. While Japan had been a rival competi-
tor and targeted challenger for U.S. in the late 1980s and early 1990s, Asian countries like China and 
South Korea have been wary of a revisionist Japan based on the historical memory during the war, while 
China?s economic resurgence in the 21st century had also invited strong skepticism among the west as 
well as its immediate neighbors in Asia. More dramatically, when Asia has, for the first time in modern 
history, seen the dual rise of the two powers, competition and rivalry between the two arose to be one of 
the major regional concerns. As a strategy to avoid international pressure and an effective leverage in 
their competition, both China and Japan are competing for a status quo power status while trying to 
avoid a revisionist international image. This is owing to their diametrically different definition of ?status 
quo?. The following paragraphs will discuss whether China and Japan are status quo or revisionist pow-
er, and examine how China and Japan?s different definition of ?status quo? affected their policies.
The answers to the intriguing question ?Is China a status quo or revisionist power?? vary. For its 
sheer size of population, territory and long tradition, fueled by its economic growth rate and the con-
sequent increasing salience in global politics, China is regarded by many as a potential challenger to 
the American hegemony. When heated island disputes in the East China Sea and the South China Sea 
16 Matthew J. Gilley, ?Japan?s Developing Military Potential within the Context of Its Con-stitutional Renunciation of War,? Emo-
ry International Law Review 14 (Fall 2000), p. 1716. 
17 Demitri Sevastopulo and Charles Clover, ?China Ramps Up Rhetoric Battle With Japan,? Financial Times, March 5, 2014.
18 Nicholas Taylor, ?China as Status Quo or Revisionist Power?? in Security Challenges (2007), Volume 3: http://www.
securitychallenges.org.au/ArticlePDFs/vol3no1Taylor.pdf (accessed April 18, 2009), pp. 29?30.
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had spurred international criticism of China?s ?assertiveness?,19 observers are assessing whether China 
is a status quo power willing to be a stakeholder in the existing international system, or whether it has 
ambitions to be a revisionist power challenging the existing order. However, more evidences have indi-
cated that China?s interest in engagement with the United Nations, World Trade organizations, and 
other multilateral institutions has represented its commitment to the status quo, instead of a former 
skepticism of multilateralism.20 The contention is that Chinese involvement in these institutions has 
been led to the activation of micro-processes of socialization, including mimicking, social influence, 
and persuasion.21 In a related study, Johnston has evaluated China?s compliance with five major inter-
national normative regimes, specifically, sovereignty, free trade, non-proliferation and arms control, 
national self-determination, and human rights.22
China?s role in regional cooperation is even more impressive in that it remains a major driver for re-
gional cooperation in East Asia under the ASEAN Plus China and ASEAN Plus Three (China, Japan 
and ROK) as the main channel for East Asian integration.23 It is a keen participant for the ASEAN Re-
gional Forum, the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum, inaugural member of East 
Asian Summit (EAS), once an observer of G8 group of industrialized nations, and a salient player of 
the G20 Summit. It initiated the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and new mechanisms 
among the BRICS (other four members are Brazil, Russia, India, and South Africa) and with the Me-
kong countries (the Lancang-Mekong Cooperation Mechanism launched in 2015). It has in-depth and 
comprehensive cooperation with the African continent under the umbrella of Forum of China?Africa 
Cooperation since 2000 and similar regimes with 16 Central and East European Countries since 2012, 
and with Latin America in 2015. Against the backdrop of the anti-globalization wave among the in-
dustrialized west, evidenced by the Brexit and U.S. New President Donald Trump?s protectionist 
?America First? doctrine, China had displayed firm support for globalization24 and initiated the grand 
?Belt and Road Initiative? that seeks to connect more than half of the world?s population via vibrant 
trade and infrastructure development.
Japan seeks to engage the west since its Meiji restoration. After the failed challenge to the An-
glo-Saxon order in during the WWII, Japan had been kept under tight control of the post-war order. 
Under U.S. military occupation, Japan adopted the Peace constitution and ?rejoined? the liberal world, 
19 Michael D. Swaine and M. Taylor Fravel, ?China?s Assertive Behavior ___ Part Two: The Maritime Periphery,? China Leader-
ship Monitor, Issue 35 (Summer 2011); Michael Yahuda, ?China?s New Assertiveness in the South China Sea,? Journal of Con-
temporary China,Vol. 22, No. 81 (2013), pp. 81, 446?459.
20 Johnston, op. cit., pp. 11?25. Yueh-Tsan Lai, ?China?s strategy toward the Asia-Pacific multilateral mechanism?, RUSI Journal, 
vol. 149, no. 1 (February 2004), p. 68. 
21 Alastair I. Johnston, Social States: China in International Institutions, 1980?2000 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008), 
xxv.
22 Alastair Iain Johnston, ?Is China a Status Quo Power??, International Security, Vol. 27, No. 4 (2003): 5?56.
23 See David Shambaugh, ?China engages Asia?, International Security, vol. 29, no. 3 (Winter 2004/05), pp. 73?77; Evan S. Me-
deiros and M. Taylor Fravel, ?China?s new diplomacy?, Foreign Affairs, vol. 82, no. 6 (November/December 2003), p. 22.
24 Max Ehrenfreund, World leaders find hope for globalization in Davos amid populist revolt, The Washington Post, https://
www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/01/17/chinese-president-warns-against-trade-war-in-davos/?utm_term 
=.2473a7e5fcea
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which constitutes the foundation for Japan?s rise as an economic super power via trade with the indus-
trialized west during the Cold War era and with the whole world since the 1990s. Japan is a member of 
the Security Council of the United Nations, the second largest financial contributor to the United Na-
tions and has been trying hard for a permanent membership of the Security Council. Japan is a major 
stakeholder of the World Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF) and Asia Development Bank 
(ADB). Japan is a leader in free trade under the World Trade Organization (WTO) regime and plays a 
leading role in the G7 and Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). 
Japan?s support for international regimes and the existing order has been recognized internationally, as 
exemplified by the U.S. of Department:
Japan is one of the world?s most successful democracies and largest economies. The U.S.? 
Japan Alliance is the cornerstone of U.S. security interests in Asia and is fundamental to re-
gional stability and prosperity. The Alliance is based on shared vital interests and values, in-
cluding: the maintenance of stability in the Asia-Pacific region: the preservation and promo-
tion of political and economic freedoms; support for human rights and democratic 
institutions; and, the expansion of prosperity for the people of both countries and the inter-
national community as a whole.25
Japan did demonstrate a revisionist posture economically in form of trade friction with U.S. begin-
ning in the 1970s, peaked in the late 1980s and last until the present day. Japanese corporations had 
been competing with American business globally. After the 1997 Asian financial crisis, Japan had been 
a main driver for regional integration and once proposed to launch an Asian Monetary Fund, which 
was discouraged by United States since the latter saw it a potential challenge to U.S. financial hegemo-
ny and the existing financial order. Besides, Japan has been seeking a normalized power status via new 
security legislation, constitution revision and potentially recalibration of national ideology by reinter-
preting history. In this sense, Japan?s normalization is a revision of the post-war order. This said, Japan 
constitute an economic challenge to American primacy, but not overall American hegemony, and no 
longer so during its ?lost two decades?. Japan?s attempted ?normalization? is creating a security con-
cern for China, ROK and other Asian countries where history memory of Japanese atrocity during the 
war still remains alive, but it may not be regarded as a major revision of the existing world order. In 
fact, the United States had never been a barrier for Japan?s normalization. Instead, it had urged Japan 
to revise the ?Peace Constitution? so that the latter could assume more responsibilities with the alli-
ance.
In summary, though both China and Japan had to some extent challenged U.S. primary economical-
ly, none of them have the capacity or will to challenge American hegemony. Few countries have so ob-
25 United States Department of State, Fact Sheet, January 25, 2017, https://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/4142.htm
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viously gained from integration into the open world trading system as China and Japan, who remain 
leading trading nations and largest trade partners for many countries. They both remain salient play-
ers within the world?s major international regimes. Neither China nor Japan is a revisionist power to 
the overall existing order as projected by each other. But are they challenging the status quo in their bi-
lateral disputes? The article argues that their different definition of status quo had affected their mutu-
al perceptions and policies for each other.
What Status Quo and Whose Status Quo
China and Japan share similar culture and tradition in the long history, but the two countries? paths 
deviated from each other in modern times and these deviations had shaped their respective diplomatic 
philosophy towards each other, and remain a major source of their disputes nowadays. Generally 
speaking, China?s definition of ?status quo? is history and tradition-based, while Japan?s definition is 
mainly current and law-based one, with distinctive features between the two.
Needless to say, as an old civilization, China has a natural history way of thinking. Not only does an-
cient wisdom shed light on addressing modern problems, China?s huge stock of ancient literatures can 
also represent as important diplomatic recourses in international bargaining, especially in territory-re-
lated issues. With long written history and a sea of history documents, China did find favorable evi-
dences of early use of the territories, while modern international law also support acclamation of sov-
ereignty based on the ?first find, name and explore? principle. Chinese acclamation of sovereign rights 
in the Diaoyu (Senkaku) Islands in the ECS, Xisha (Spratly) in the Northern Gulf and the Nansha 
(Paracel Islands) are generally based on its long history of exploration of these remote islets and the 
derivative rights according to modern international conventions and laws. History literatures and an-
ecdotes had well proved activities of ancient Chinese on these islets as analyzed by many Chinese and 
international scholars.26 China had released evidences indicating that it ?first discovered, named and 
governed? the Diaoyu Islands, which was only ?stolen? by Japan in 1895, when the latter?s victory in 
the first Sino?Japanese war was within sight. According to Potsdam and Cairo Declaration and other 
documents concerning the post-war arrangement, ?all the territories Japan has stolen from the Chi-
nese, such as Manchuria, Formosa, and the Pescadores, shall be restored to Republic of China?, ?Japan 
will also be expelled from all other territory she has taken by violence and greed?.27 As to Japan?s own 
territory, the Potsdam Declaration had regulated that ?Japanese sovereignty shall be limited to the is-
lands of Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku and such minor islands as we determine?.28 Since legally 
26 Ying-Jeou Ma, ?The East Asian seabed controversy revisited: the relevance (or irrelevance) of the Tiao-Yu-T?ai (Senkaku) Is-
lands territorial dispute?, in Hungdah Chiu (ed.), Chinese Yearbook of International Law and Affairs, Vol. 2, 1982, Taipei: Chi-
nese Society of International Law, 1983, pp. 28?33, 43?44; Huang Dahui, Truth-Seeking (Qiushi), 2010 (20); Liu Jiangyong, Re-
search on the Perjury of the Initial Exploration of Diaoyu Islands by the Koga Tatushiro?Discussion on the Illegality of 
Japanese Government?s Purchase of the Diaoyu Islands, Journal of Tsinghua University (philosophy and social sciences), 2014 
(04). 
27 Potsdam Declaration, Proclamation Defining Terms for Japanese Surrender, Issued, at Potsdam, July 26, 1945.
28 Ibid. 
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East Asia is still under the post-war order, which has been deemed as the major anchor for regional 
peace and stability, any new territorial seizure by Japan could be regarded as challenging the post-war 
order. ?By taking such unilateral actions as the so-called ?island purchase?, the Japanese Government 
has grossly violated China?s sovereignty. This is also an outright denial of the outcomes of the victory 
of the world?s anti-fascist war and poses a grave challenge to the postwar international order and the 
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations.?29 Therefore, it is clear the status quo in 
Chinese discourse refers to the post-war arrangement centered by the political declarations agreed 
among the Allies. For China, the arrangements constitute the fundamental political framework for 
post-war order.
Japan recognizes the legitimacy and effect of the Potsdam and Cairo Declaration. However, it be-
lieves the two declarations included, the Yalta system can?t determine the ultimate post-war order and 
Japan?s legal and political status. Japan believes the San Francisco Peace Treaty, instead of the Yalta sys-
tem, had laid down the foundation of post-war Japan and order in East Asia. For some Japanese, the 
Potsdam and Cairo Declaration are political statements among the Allies, while the San Francisco 
Peace Treaty is a legal document between the 48 Allies and defeated Japan. Chapter I of the treaty for-
mally ended the state of war and recognized Japan?s sovereignty. China had never recognized the legit-
imacy of the San Francisco Peace Treaty and denied any binding obligations related to it, since the 
treaty had violated the post-war agreements among which, the Allied Declaration, signed in Washing-
ton on January 1, 1942 had regulated that ?Each Government pledges itself to cooperate with the Gov-
ernments signatory hereto and not to make a separate armistice or peace with the enemies?.30 The 
Treaty excluded China and Chinese People, who, ?after a bitter struggle of the longest duration, sus-
tained the heaviest losses and made the greatest contribution?,31 the exclusion itself is a violation of the 
Post-war arrangement. Therefore, At the backdrop of the China?Japan disputes in ESC and SCS, there 
is even a tendency in Japan to prioritize the San Francisco Peace Treaty over the Yalta system.32
Another key issue related to China and Japan?s understanding of post-war status quo has a lot to do 
with the China?Japan consensus on sovereignty disputes over the Diaoyu Islands. As mentioned be-
fore, Japan?s accusation of China?s revisionism is based on the Japan?s non-disputed sovereignty over 
territory, if the accusation were to be justified. Chinese accusation of Japan?s unilateral ?nationaliza-
tion? of Diaoyu Islands as challenging the post-war order is, on the contrary, based on a China?Japan 
political consensus of shelving the disputes during their normalization negotiation. Therefore, whether 
there was such a consensus remain central as to whether China or Japan is changing the status quo. 
According to the Chinese side, official record about official negotiation between Premier Zhou Enlai 
29 United Nations address on September 27, 2012 by Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
People?s Republic of China, http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/diaodao_665718/t975814.shtml
30 Potsdam Declaration, 
31 Documents on New Zealand External Relations [DNZER], Vol. III, 1985, p. 1095.
32 Matsumura Masahiro, From San Francisco to South China Sea, http://www.financialexpress.com/archive/column-from-san-
francisco-to-the-south-china-sea/1181043/
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and then Japanese Prime Minister Tanaka in 1972 did covered the Diaoyu (Senkaku Islands), And 
when Deng Xiaoping visited Tokyo in 1978, he expressed the idea of shelving the disputes during a 
media release held in Tokyo. In June 2013, former Chief Cabinet Secretary and LDP secretary-general 
Hiromu Nonaka attested that ?he once directly confirmed with former Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka 
that the sovereignty issue over the Senkaku Islands was shelved immediately after the normalization of 
diplomatic ties between Japan and China?.33 The former deputy director of Japan?s Foreign Ministry 
Kuriyama Takakazu, who had participated in preparatory work on the normalization of China?Japan 
diplomatic relations, confirmed in an interview with Tokyo Shimbun that, Prime Minister Tanaka Ka-
kuei and Premier Zhou Enlai once talked about Diaoyu Islands in Beijing on September 27, 1972, and 
believe ?both sides have reached a tacit understanding on the Senkaku Islands.34 Newly declassified 
documents released by the British government and also revealed that Japanese former Prime Minister 
Suzuki admitted in 1980s that China and Japan had such a consensus in a talk with Lady Thatcher 
during his visit to the U.K.35
Obviously, the Diaoyu Islands issue had been on the list of official agenda of China?Japan normal-
ization negotiation, and there should be a kind of political consensus between the two countries, nor-
malization of China?Japan diplomatic relations is almost unbelievable without such a consensus be-
tween the two sides, given the issue was included in their negotiation. The Japanese official record had 
also covered the part of the Senkaku islands, while the Japanese government simply doesn?t admit for 
fear it may lose its advantage over the islands, say, its ?valid control?. This said, one must be clear that 
such consensus is a political instead of a legal one; it is an unsaid ?tacit understanding? between Chi-
nese and Japanese political leaders based on common tradition and values of ?trust and justice? (xin 
yi).36
With a vast territory, China had lesser interest in seizing land from its neighbors. China had re-
solved 17 out of its 23 territorial disputes with its neighbors prior to 1991 through peaceful negotia-
tion.37 In many of the cases, China took less than it gave. China had border wars with India in 1962, 
with Soviet Union in 1969, and with Vietnam in 1978, but gained no territory even though it succeed-
ed in controlling part of them. It had a small-scale naval battle with Vietnam in 1988 and successfully 
kept the Xisha (Paracel) Islands under control, but it can?t be regarded as land seizure.
33 The Japan Times, Nonaka remarks riled the Senkaku waters, http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2013/06/12/national/politics- 
diplomacy/nonaka-remarks-riled-the-senkaku-waters/#.WMScXemvjX4
34 Press Conference by the Chief Cabinet Secretary (Excerpt), Tuesday, June 4, 2013  (AM), http://japan.kantei.go.jp/
tyoukanpress/201306/04_a.html; Press Conference by Minister for Foreign Affairs Koichiro Gemba, Wednesday, October 10, 
2012, 11:30 a.m., http://www.mofa.go.jp/announce/fm_press/2012/10/1010_01.html
35 Kyodo News, ?Former Japanese PM Suzuki to confirm consensus between China and Japan over the Senkaku Islands?, http://
china.kyodonews.jp/news/2014/12/89271.html
36 After China and Japan concluded their negotiation on establishing diplomatic relations, Japanese PM Tanaka Kakuei send a 
calligraphy which writes ?Promises must be kept and action must be resolute? (from Chinese ancient literature; While Chinese 
Premier Zhou Enlai sent Tanaka another Chinese calligraphy Analects of Confucius.
37 M Taylor Fravel , Regime Security and International Cooperation: Explaining China?s Compromises in Territorial Disputes, 
International Security 30 (2005): 56?57. 
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China?s prudent gesture could mainly be attributed to its efforts in creating a favorable environment 
for economic development, which has topped China?s priority list. China?s reassurance strategy not 
only led to a generally accommodating attitude of Asian countries towards China?s rise, but also 
helped build a general expectation of Asian countries that China will remain a peaceful power as it 
continue to rise, notably within East Asia (Geographically, East Asia refers to ASEAN states, China, Ja-
pan and the two Koreas).
After the territorial disputes in ESC and the SCS heated, however, China?s regular legal enforcement 
and patrols in the ESC and island construction in the SCS are regarded by Japan and ASEAN states as 
changing the status quo. China changed its diplomatic low profile, but not necessarily the status quo. 
China deems its historical rights and presence in the SCS justified and natural, and that its hardliner 
right-maintenance actions are legitimate and therefore has by no means changed the status quo. For 
China, its military absence in the ESC and SCS over the past decades doesn?t affect its sovereign rights 
over the islands and their adjacent waters. While for ASEAN countries and Japan, China?s island con-
struction and newly launched military facilities, especially airports and missiles, had not only changed 
the geographical landscape and conditions of the islets, and but also changed the military balance in 
the SCS as well as the non-military status of the islands involved, namely the status quo in their dis-
course.
Japan?s International Law leverage
Japan is a latecomer in international law, but after Meiji restoration, it had craftily used international 
law to secure and expand its national interests. Especially after ?rejoining? the international communi-
ty, Japan had fully embraced modern international law system and ?has been making significant and 
constructive contributions towards the establishment of the rule of law in the international communi-
ty?.38
Due to its limited military size and the strict legal constraints for use of its military forces, it is wise 
for Japan to rely on peaceful settlement of international disputes, ideally via internal law and arbitra-
tion. Japan accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), utilized 
the International Tribunal of the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) in the ?Hoshinmaru? and ?Tomimaru? Cases 
and has been a strong supporter of the International Criminal Court (ICC).39 As Japan thrived to be-
come a marine trading nation, it had trained a number of lawyers to address the various issues arising 
in international communication. Many Japanese law talents had worked or are working as judge with 
distinguished international judicial organs, included are Judge Hisashi Owada (ICJ), Judge Shunji Ya-
nai (ITLOS) and Judge Kuniko Ozaki (ICC). Japan has also been one of the largest contributors to the 
Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA).40
38 International Law, http://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/inter_law/law/index.html
39 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
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For Japan, international law is an integral part of the existing world order. Disobeying international 
law is a severe change of status quo. For most Japanese, the San Francisco Treaty, instead of the Pots-
dam and Cairo declaration, has the ultimate effect on Japan?s territory and its political status. In the 
China?Japan disputes over the ESC, on bilateral and multilateral occasions with the Philippines, Viet-
nam and other claimant countries in the SCS, ASEAN Foreign Ministers? Meeting, the ASEAN Plus Ja-
pan, the East Asian Summit, the APEC leaders? Meeting, and during the G7 Summit in recent years, 
Japan had tried to include a sentence in the official document that ?International Law be obeyed and 
free navigation be maintained?. Even during the Sixth Tokyo International Conference on African De-
velopment (TICAD-VI) held in Nairobi, Kenya, Japan tried, though failed, to make a joint declaration 
regarding international law. Given China?s long and in-depth engagement and booming trade with Af-
rican countries, the purpose of the move was clear.
China has never denied the importance of international law, and has been generally supportive to 
the international law system. However, it has different understanding of the latter, especially on issues 
related to territory. China believes the present world order was grounded on the Potsdam Declaration 
and Cairo Declaration. It refuses to recognize the San Francisco Treaty since the treaty excluded major 
Asian countries such as China, Soviet Union, the two Koreas, Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, India, Af-
ghanistan, etc. Therefore, it can?t be the legal framework for Asia-Pacific order. China had governed a 
vast territory long before international law emerged in the late 16th century and accepted by interna-
tional community only after the WWII, China believes the effectiveness of international law shouldn?t 
be dated back to days before its emergence and adoption. In other words, China believes its sovereign 
territorial rights is history-evidenced and needn?t be confirmed by international law, neither should 
they be denied by the latter. China? preservation in support of international law in settling territorial 
disputes can also be understood through its relations with the international system. China believes the 
international legal system was established under the dominance of western powers, the legal system 
had excluded communist China for decades, and even presently the system may still be used as an ef-
fective means of the west to weaken and contain China, and therefore are not reliable or trustworthy. It 
is for this reason that China had never resort to international law to settle its territorial disputes with 
its neighbors; instead, it sought to settle them via bilateral negotiations, even when China may gain 
more if it had relied on international law. China joined the international tribunal court, but had made 
reservations on issues related to territorial disputes.41 It is for the same reason that China denied the 
jurisdiction of the UN Tribunal in ruling the China-Philippines disputes over the SCS and adopted the 
41 On 25 August 2006, China deposited, pursuant to Article 298 of the Convention, with Secretary-General of the United Na-
tions a written declaration, stating that, ?The Government of the People?s Republic of China does not accept any of the proce-
dures provided for in section 2 of Part XV of the Convention with respect to all the categories of disputes referred to in para-
graph 1 (a), (b) and (c) of Article 298 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea?, see Position Paper of the 
Government of the People?s Republic of China on the Matter of Jurisdiction in the South China Sea Arbitration Initiated by the 
Republic of the Philippines, December 7, 2014, http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1217147.shtml
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policy of 4 NOs, no recognition, no participation, no acceptance, and no implementation?.42
America In or Out?
Another factor that helps distinguish Chinese definition of status quo from its Japanese counterpart 
is its different perceptions of America?s role in regional affairs. Right before the mid 1990s, the Pacific 
basin remained an American lake with a reclusive China and a subordinate Japan.43 The ?old order? in 
Asia was a partially hegemonic system organized around American-led bilateral alliances. It was par-
tial because China was largely outside this hub-and-spoke system.44 The consecutive rise of Japan and 
China in the later half of the last century poses a challenge to, but has not changed, the system. U.S. 
political, economic and military dominance in the Asia-Pacific remain an unchanged reality for both 
China and Japan. China recognizes U.S. contribution during the World War II and its role in anchor-
ing post-war regional security. However, American hegemony in the Asia-Pacific is by no means justi-
fied, both China and Japan had proposed to build a multipolar world order in the 1990s. This said, 
what role the U.S. is playing in their respective definition of ?status quo??
For Japan, the U.S.?Japan alliance is the cornerstone for its security policy, and ?also forms the axis 
of Japan?s foreign policy?.45 With a relatively limited military capability and constrained by the peace 
constitution, Japan depend on its alliance with America and the latter?s close to 40 thousand soldiers 
stationed in Japan and its military bases on adjacent islands for security. Its latest Defense White Paper 
reads, ?The military presence of U.S. Forces in Japan not only contributes to the defense of Japan, but 
also functions as deterrence and response capabilities to address contingencies in the Asia-Pacific re-
gion, and serves as a core element of the Japan?U.S. Security Arrangements?.46 In times of perceived 
?more assertive? China, and the latter?s ?attempts at changing the status quo by coercion based on its 
own assertions incompatible with the existing order of international law?,47 U.S. military presence and 
an ever-strengthened U.S.?Japan alliance is believed to be essential to its security interest. The recent 
decades has seen ever-widened scope of U.S.?Japan alignment, and the massive air and sea capabilities 
of U.S. forces are invaluable in times of natural disaster or other emergencies.48 America?s latest prac-
tices in Military Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) operations, such as Operation 
42 China Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Position Paper of the Government of the People?s Republic of China on the Matter of Juris-
diction in the South China Sea Arbitration Initiated by the Republic of the Philippines, December 07, 2014, http://www.fmprc.
gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1217147.shtml
43 Robert D. Kaplan and Matt Gertken, the Asian Status Quo, Stratfor, https://worldview.stratfor.com/weekly/asian-status-quo
44 John Ikenberry, ?East Asia and Liberal International Order: Hegemony, Balance, and Consent in the Shaping of East Asian Re-
gional Order,? in Takashi Inoguchi and G. John Ikenberry eds. The Troubled Triangle: Economic and Security Concerns for the 
United States, Japan, and China, Palgrave Macmillan, 2013.
45 Chapter 4, Strengthing the U.S.?Japan Alliance, Defense of Japan 2016, http://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/pdf/2016/
DOJ2016_2-4-1_web.pdf
46 Chapter 4, Strengthing the U.S.?Japan Alliance, Defense of Japan 2016, http://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/pdf/2016/
DOJ2016_2-4-1_web.pdf
47 Defense of Japan 2016, http://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/pdf/2016/DOJ2016_1-2-3_web.pdf
48 U.S. Military Presence in Asia Appreciated, says Pacific Commander, https://www.eastwestcenter.org/news-center/east-west-
wire/us-military-presence-in-asia-appreciated-says-pacific-commander
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Tomodachi (Friend) in Japan in 2011, have showcased the U.S. military?s ?helpfulness,? legitimized its 
presence, and softened its image.49 Obviously, the Japanese has deemed sustained U.S presence in the 
Asia-Pacific and leadership role in regional affairs an integral part of ?status quo? according to its defi-
nition.
China holds a traditional geography-related sense of international politics, while geographically 
United States is not an Asian country despite its strong presence in the region. China had a generally 
negative perception of America?s involvement in Asian affairs and it even involved in two major mili-
tary confrontations against American intervention respectively in the Korea Peninsula and Vietnam. 
For a quite long time, China remained reluctant to join multilateral mechanisms and preferred bilater-
al frameworks with a fewer stakeholders. This is owing to China?s lacking in experience and practices 
in multilateralism, and partially because it had been wary of American manipulation of these multilat-
eral mechanisms may constrain China?s freedom of actions and further hurt its own interest. In Chi-
nese history narrative of ?hundred years of humiliation?, there were many direct interventions or ?neu-
tral intermediation? by the U.S. either in China?s domestic or international conflicts with an 
imperialist power, but none were believed to have helped China out, instead, American interventions 
and intermediations were only deemed to serve its own interests and often worsened China?s situation. 
This memory and experience still works today. In the heated disputes between China and Japan over 
the ESC and between China and some ASEAN clamant countries in the SCS, China insists on solving 
the issues via bilateral negotiations between the parties involved and refuses any international arbitra-
tion or invention by ?external powers?. Chinese president Xi Jinping?s speech on the Boao Forum for 
Asia well displayed this philosophy, ?It is for the people of Asia to run the affairs of Asia, solve the 
problems of Asia and uphold the security of Asia. The people of Asia have the capability and wisdom 
to achieve peace and stability in the region through enhanced cooperation?.50 For China, an Asia with 
strong presence of U.S. but with relatively limited involvement of the latter in regional affairs remained 
an integral part of its definition of status quo.
China and Japan?s distinctive perceptions of the U.S. role could also be found in their respective re-
gional strategy. After the Asian financial crisis broke out in 1997?1998, China and Japan, together with 
Korea and ASEAN countries, launched the regional cooperation process with ?ASEAN Plus Three? 
(APT) as the ?main channel?. Within less than a decade, APT cooperation had made remarkable 
achievements both in width and depth. Besides the great benefit of trade liberation, facilitation of in-
vestment and functional cooperation, the APT serves as one of the rare occasions where China and Ja-
pan could work together for the public good of the region despite their bilateral history and territorial 
disputes and leadership rivalry. However, China and Japan hold different visions for regional coopera-
49 Disaster Militarism: Rethinking U.S. Relief in the Asia-Pacific, http://fpif.org/disaster-militarism-rethinking-u-s-relief-asia- 
pacific/
50 Xi Jinping, New Asian Security Concept For New Progress in Security Cooperation, Remarks at the Fourth Summit of the 
Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia, Shanghai, 21 May 2014, http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_
eng/zxxx_662805/t1159951.shtml
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tion. China prefers East Asia mechanism and once advocated the East Asia Free Trade Area based on 
the 3 ?10?1? FTAs (ASEAN-China, ASEAN?Japan and ASEAN-ROK), it supports the Regional Com-
prehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) and remain inactive with the Asia-Pacific Economic Coop-
eration Forum (APEC), and had been precautious towards the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Japan, 
on the other hand, is strongly committed to Asia-Pacific regimes, evidenced in its enthusiasm in 
APEC, its support of enlargement of the East Asia Summit to include Australia, New Zealand and In-
dia in 2005 and further to include U.S. and Russia in 2010,51 its warm embrace of and firm commit-
ment to the TPP and inactive role in supporting the RCEP. Though we can attribute China and Japan?s 
policy propensity to their distinctive interests and strategy, the American factor couldn?t be neglected. 
To be specific, China supports in regimes that exclude the U.S., typically the APT later the RCEP; 
while Japan supports Asia-Pacific regimes that are often dominated by U.S. Such policy distinctions 
further revealed China and Japan?s different perception of American role in their definition of ?Status 
Quo?.
Conclusion
In their simmering competition and escalating tensions, both China and Japan claimed themselves 
to be status quo power while depicting the other as challenging the status quo. This paper seeks to ad-
dress this strange dichotomy. After careful examination, the author argues that, though both China 
and Japan had to some extent challenged U.S. primary economically, none of them have the capacity 
or will to challenge American hegemony. As salient players within the existing world order, neither 
China nor Japan could be regarded as revisionist power. The author reviewed China and Japan?s differ-
ent definition of status quo and how it had affected their mutual perceptions of and respective policies 
towards each other.
Generally speaking, China and Japan?s definition of status quo distinct in two ways: Firstly, China?s 
definition of status quo is history-based, favoring the post-war political arrangement among great 
powers within the Union at the end of the WWII. Oppositely, Japanese definition of status quo is more 
current and international law-based, dating back to the San Francisco Treaty that granted Japan inde-
pendence instead of the Yalta system, and also reflected Japan?s improved international status, territo-
rial recovery after the Okinawa Reversion in 1970s and its unilateral effort in realizing ?de facto con-
trol? of the Diaoyu (Senkaku) Islands. Secondly, China and Japan hold different perception of 
America?s role in regional affairs and further affected their definition of status quo. To be specific, Chi-
na?s definition of status quo recognizes the presence and influence of U.S. in the Asia-Pacific but dis-
courages the intensive involvement of United States in regional affairs. The U.S. intervention in the bi-
lateral territorial disputes between China and Japan in the ESC and between China and some ASEAN 
claimants in the SCS, and increased American sea and air maneuvers in the SCS were not justified in 
51 Ha Noi Declaration on the commemoration of the Fifth Anniversary of the East Asia Summit, Ha Noi, Viet Nam, 30 October 
2010.
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China?s discourse and constitute a change of the status quo. In the contrary, Japan believes U.S. pres-
ences and involvement in regional affairs are both legitimate and desirable, and therefore are an inte-
gral part of status quo. China and Japan?s differentiated American perception and policy are also dis-
played in their regional cooperation strategy.
Various factors had resulted in their distinctive understanding and definition of ?status quo?. China 
and Japans different path in modern times had contributed to these distinctions. As a civilization with 
?hundred years of humiliation?, China tends to rely on its history memory and history legacies in its 
external relations while Japan had sought to engage the west to modernize itself and fully embraced 
the international law system and liberal norms. China and Japan?s status in the international system 
can also explain well their distinctive definition. China is an emerging socialist global power deemed 
by the U.S. as a potential challenge to its hegemony and itself still feels insecure from American prima-
cy, while Japan, on other hand, remains America?s major ally in the Asia-Pacific while see China?s rise 
as a potential challenge. Their different status explains not only how China and Japan deem each other, 
but also how the deem America.
However, it is their diametrical and even contradictory national interests as seen from their realist 
mindset that led to such distinctions. China seeks history solution since history is more convenient 
and better serves its claims both in ESC and SCS, while international law may generally favor Japanese 
claims in the ESC and serve as good international leverage and instrument for its policies in the SCS. 
Japan sees American involvement in Asian affairs conducive to its interest while China believes U.S. 
intervention may complicate its territorial disputes with Japan and ASEAN claimants an dilute its in-
fluence in the region. This is especially true in their marine gestures in both seas mentioned above. 
Japanese had constantly claimed that free navigation be ensured, international law respect of rule-
based maritime order be created, both as a policy and leverage against China. China had also proposed 
the new concept of (practicing) comprehensive, common and cooperative security52 instead of the tra-
ditional security concept that relies on bilateral military alliance or networked ?hub-and spoke? securi-
ty arrangements. In reality, realist-thinking triumphs over those liberal proposals or claims because of 
lack of trust between the two Asia powers.
Theoretically and in practice, it is fairly hard to have a unified and generally accepted definition of 
?status quo?. International scholars had pointed out that ??(status quo) being such an all-encompass-
ing term, its use as a normative standard is inevitably selective, resulting in inconsistencies that risk 
breeding misunderstanding and mistrust.?53 The different logics of such a definition and the mecha-
nisms of how they affect policy deserve more scholarly attention. For policy-makers, the term ?status 
quo?, and the related term ?revisionism? should be dealt with deliberation. ?Unless used with care and 
52 Xi Jinping, New Asian Security Concept For New Progress in Security Cooperation, Remarks at the Fourth Summit of the 
Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia, Shanghai, 21 May 2014, http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_
eng/zxxx_662805/t1159951.shtml
53 Andrew Chubb, The South China Sea: Defining the ?Status Quo?, https://thediplomat.com/2015/06/the-south-china-sea- 
defining-the-status-quo/
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nuance, it is a term that is more likely to undermine than underpin a ?rules-based order? in maritime 
Asia?.54
54 ibid.
Note: All website information?s last access date is Dec. 15, 2017. 
